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The synthesis of receptor molecules with high affinity and
selectivity for phosphate and phosphate-containing metabolites is
currently topical.1 Intense efforts have been focused on organic
receptors based on polyaza macrocycles, azocryptands, and poly-
pyroles where high binding constants for phosphate were realized.2,3

While many receptors exhibit high binding constants for phosphate
anions in organic media, affinities tend to diminish in aqueous
solution. Hence, a great challenge remains to create receptors with
high affinity and selectivity in aqueous solution at physiological
pH. Recently, the laboratories of Kim,4 Anslyn,5 and Hamachi6

reported Zn2+/Cu2+ complexes that bind HPO42- and phosphory-
lated peptides with both highaffinity and selectiVity in aqueous
solution, demonstrating the great promise of metallo receptors in
phosphate recognition. In this communication, we report a novel
dicopper motif based on a hexaaza macrocycle, [18]ane-N6 (1,4,7,-
10,13,16-hexaazacyclooctadecane, Scheme 1), that binds phosphate
monoesters in aqueous solution with high affinity and selectivity.

Treating an aqueous solution of [18]ane-N6 with Cu(OAc)2 at
room temperature resulted in a royal blue solution, and dark blue
crystals were isolated with the addition of KPF6 (Scheme 1).7

Single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis revealed the compound as
{Cu2(µ-O-OAc)2([18]ane-N6)}(PF6)2 (1), and the structure of the
cation is shown in Figure 1.8 The bulk of the cation is a rugged
rectangle consisting of the [18]ane-N6 ring with two Cu(II) ions
encircled, and the latter are bridged by twoµ-O-acetates above and
beneath the rectangle. The coordination sphere of the Cu center is
best described as distorted square pyramidal, where the basal ligand
centers are O1, N1, N2, and N3, and the apical ligand center is
O1′. In the majority of [18]ane-N6 complexes reported thus far,
the macrocycle supports a single metal center (M) in the hexadentate
mode with M as Co3+, Cr3+, Hg2+, (UO2)2+, Nd3+, and Er3+.9 In
the only dinuclear example, the [18]ane-N6 ligand supports two
noninteracting Pd2+ centers.10 Hence, cation1 represents a novel
coordination motif of the [18]ane-N6 macrocycle.

The ability to accommodate twoµ-O ligands by the Cu2-{[18]-
ane-N6} core raises the possibility of binding other oxo anions,
such as phosphate. Addition of (NH4)2HPO4 to a light-blue solution
of 1 resulted in an immediate darkening of the solution, indicating
a possible displacement of acetate by HPO4

2-. Similar changes also
occurred with the addition of PhOPO3

2- or glycerol 2-phosphate
((HOCH2)2CHOPO3

2-, GP) to the solution of1. Furthermore,

addition of three molar equivalents of phosphate monoester to
aqueous1 resulted in the isolation of compounds2 as crystalline
materials (Scheme 1),11 and each was identified through single-
crystal structure analysis. The molecular structure of2c,12 {[18]-
ane-N6}Cu2(µ-O-GP)2, is shown in Figure 2 and represents the first
structurally characterized transition metal complex of glycerol
2-phosphate.13 On the basis of the comparison of Figures 1 and 2,
the overall features of2c are very similar to those of1 with the
coordination sphere of the Cu center being square pyramidal. The
notable distinction is that the Cu-Oeq bonds (Cu1-O7 and Cu2-
O1) are significantly shortened in2c, reflecting the strong donor
nature of phosphoate monoester. It is noteworthy that the structure
of 2c is reminiscent of 1:2 complexes between protonated sapphyrin
and phenyl phosphate.14

Structural information about compounds2 is highly relevant to
the mechanistic understanding of bi/polymetallic phosphate es-
terases, for which a two-metal-ion mechanism (Scheme 2) suggested
by Steitz and Steitz has gained wide acceptance in recent years.15

Figure 1. Ball-and-stick representation of1; Selected bond lengths (Å):
Cu-N1, 2.068(9); Cu-N2, 1.990(3); Cu-N3, 1.985(10); Cu-O1,
2.009(3), Cu-O1′, 2.249(3).

Figure 2. Ball-and-stick representation of2c; Selected bond lengths (Å):
Cu1-N1, 2.062(8); Cu1-N2, 2.004(8); Cu1-N3, 2.051(7); Cu2-N4,
2.049(8); Cu2-N5, 1.982(9); Cu2-N6, 2.034(8); Cu1-O1, 2.253(6); Cu1-
O7, 1.966(6); Cu2-O1, 1.961(6); Cu2-O7, 2.233(6).

Scheme 1. Synthesis of Dicopper-[18]ane-N6 Complexes; R ) H
(2a), Ph (2b), and -CH(CH2OH)2 (2c)
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Since the single oxo-bridging mode depicted forI has not been
identified in biological systems, structural insight for phosphate ester
activation by metal centers has been extrapolated from a limited
number of model studies, notably those of Cu2+ and Ni2+ complexes
of phosphatediestersby Lippard.16 Since compounds2 are all based
on phosphatemonoesters, their topological features complement
those of Lippard’s compounds and may be significant in the
understanding of enzymatic structures.

In addition to establishing the binding mode of phosphate
monoesters via X-ray study, it is essential to gauge its binding
strength in solution. Compounds1 and2 absorb around 620 and
635 nm, respectively, and the latter is about twice more intense
than the former (see Supporting Information). The substantial
difference in intensity permits an estimation of phosphate monoester
apparent association constantsrelative to acetate (Krel ) Kphosphate/
Kacetate) through spectroscopic titrations14 performed under both
unbuffered and buffered conditions,17 and subsequent fitting ac-
cording to the established formalism.18 As shown in Table 1, the
association constants (Krel) are on the order of 104 for all phosphate
monoesters under the unbuffered conditions. Phosphate binding by
compound1 is also clearly selective: the association constants for
common anions such as F-, NO3

-, HCO3
-, and PhO- are at least

2 ordersof magnitude lower than those of phosphate monoesters.

All above-mentioned titrations occurred in the pH range of 6.0-
8.0. To gauge the binding ability of1 under the physiological
conditions, a second set of phosphate monoester titrations was
performed using HEPES buffer to maintain pH at 7.4. We were
surprised to note that the association constants (Table 1) have
decreased by ca. 1 order of magnitude in comparison with those
obtained from unbuffered titrations. It was subsequently determined
that the HEPES buffer binds1 weakly (Krel ≈ 50), presumably
through the sulfonate group. Clearly, the competitive binding nature
of HEPES buffer reduced the phosphate ester binding to1. In fact,
the competition between phosphate and sulfonate for the same
recognition site has long been recognized in structural biology.19

In summary, the novel Cu2-{[18]ane-N6} core displays high
affinities toward a broad spectrum of phosphate monoesters and
low affinities toward other common anions. The structural informa-

tion about the complexes with phosphate monoesters is also highly
relevant to metallophosphatases. Further improvements of the
selectivity by introducing functionalized side chains asC-substit-
uents of the Cu2-{[18]ane-N6} core are being pursued in our
laboratory.
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Scheme 2. Two-Metal-Ion Mechanism of Activation of Phosphate
Diester

Table 1. Anion Binding Constants of 1

Krel

anions unbuffered buffered

HPO4
2- 2.4( 0.7× 104 4.2( 0.6× 103

(PhO)PO3
2- 1.1( 0.1× 104 1.34( 0.06× 103

(HOCH2)2CHOPO3
2- 3.3( 0.2× 104 2.8( 0.2× 103

F- 160( 25 n.d.a

NO3
- 20 ( 3 n.d.a

HCO3
- 160( 70 n.d.a

PhO- n.d.a n.d.a

HEPES 44 ((4) -

a Not detected within the experimental errors
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